
News story: Crime news: 2017 contract
upload

2017 crime contracts have been uploaded into Contracted Work and
Administration (CWA).

We have begun to upload crime contracts for acceptance into CWA for all
organisations that have now completed verification.

If this applies to your organisation then you will receive an email
notification through the Bravo messageboard when your contract is ready for
you to accept.

Other organisations will see their contracts uploaded once they have
completed verification. Advice on this is available on the 2017 crime tender
page – see link below.

A copy of the 2017 standard crime contract is available on gov.uk – see link
below.

April rotas

The latest duty solicitor rotas covering the period from 1 April to 30 June
2017 will be published shortly.

Revised members’ lists on which the rotas are based will also be published
shortly.

Further information

Standard Crime Contract 2017 – final version of 2017 standard crime contract

Legal aid crime tender 2017 – process for accepting contract offers

Press release: Pubs Code Adjudicator
makes first arbitration awards

Paul Newby, the Pubs Code Adjudicator, has today announced the completion of
the first cases referred to the PCA for arbitration, indicating that the new
framework is working to achieve fairness and choice for tenants.

The first cases have been decided and the Adjudicator has made five awards.
The numbers of awards will continue to rise as parties conclude their
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negotiations. Currently over half the accepted cases are at a stage where
parties are agreeing procedure between themselves before the process reaches
the final stages.

Mr Newby said:

This represents an early milestone for arbitration under the Pubs
Code. The bulk of the first referrals for arbitrations were
received in October and November and cases have been moving through
the arbitration process.

As part of arbitration, parties are encouraged to continue to
negotiate and I am pleased to see this process is bringing pub-
owning businesses and tenants to the negotiating table. In many
cases this is leading to the narrowing of issues, a stronger
negotiation position for tenants and swifter settlement.

It shows that arbitration is fulfilling its purpose: tenants and
pub-owning businesses are talking and coming to agreement between
themselves.

Arbitration awards remain private unless all parties to the dispute
agree to release details. As more cases reach award stage I will
see where we can identify general principles and make information
and advice available to tenants and pub-owning businesses to guide
their future relationships.

Some big issues such as what a Market Rent Only compliant tenancy
looks like are in the arbitration process. All cases will be
considered on an individual basis.

The PCA has robust systems and resources in place to deal with the
number of referrals we have received. My team and I are working
very hard to progress all referrals.

However, the parties in any dispute have significant control on
timing because at each stage of arbitration both tenants and pub-
owning businesses have to respond with information or views, or
take action independently of the PCA, to allow the process to move
forward.

The Code is also new, and inevitably many of the issues raised are
the first of a kind and take some time to resolve.

Mr Newby added:

I am also continuing to gather information from tenants, other
individuals including MPs, and representative organisations about
the Code.



This information is beginning to build up and I am focusing on
analysing the information so I have good intelligence to support
action I will take. I urge any individual or organisation with
information about potential Code breaches to bring that information
to me. It will be treated in the fullest confidence.

For further information contact Sheree Dodd office@pca.gsi.gov.uk

News story: Prime Minister reappoints
Hannah Rothschild to the Board of the
National Gallery

Hannah Rothschild has been reappointed by the Prime Minister as a Trustee of
the National Gallery, for 4 years until 9 March 2021. Hannah Rothschild is
also the Chairman of the Gallery’s Board of Trustees.

Hannah Rothschild is a writer, filmmaker, and a company director. A former
employee of the BBC specialising in documentary feature films, she has also
written screenplays for Ridley Scott and Working Title. She is a freelance
journalist and author of the biography ‘The Baroness’ and a novel, ‘The
Improbability of Love’, the founder of the Artist on Film Trust, and a
trustee of Waddesdon Manor and several charitable foundations. She is a non-
executive board member of RIT Capital Partners and Windmill Hill Asset
Management.

The role is not remunerated and this appointment is made in accordance with
the Cabinet Office’s Governance Code on Public Appointments. The appointments
process is regulated by the Commissioner for Public Appointments. Under the
Code, any significant political activity undertaken by an appointee in the
last five years must be declared. This is defined as including holding
office, public speaking, making a recordable donation, or candidature for
election. Hannah Rothschild has declared no personal political activity.

My speech during the debate on the
Budget, 8 March 2017

John Redwood (Wokingham) (Con): I draw the House’s attention to my entry in
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the Register of Members’ Financial Interests.

The good news is in the forecasts. I am delighted that the Government have
gone back to the forecasts they put to us in March 2016, when they rightly
said that the UK economy would grow by 2% in 2016, and by little over 2% in
2017. I welcomed those forecasts at the time and held to them throughout the
past year. I am delighted that the Treasury has now largely backed those more
sensible forecasts.

However, we need to ask why the Treasury, the Office for Budget
Responsibility, the Bank of England and many other independent forecasters
got the forecasts so comprehensively wrong in the summer of 2016, and why the
autumn statement forecasts were still so wrong at the end of last year. I
wonder whether we need some efficiency improvements in their economic
forecasting departments. Do we really need all those forecasters in the OBR,
the Treasury and the Bank of England, if they are going to get it so
comprehensively wrong and make the Chancellor’s job so difficult? He is
trying to chart a consistent and stable course through a set of forecasts
that are rather like a wild ride to some kind of nightmare world, only to
discover that there is no nightmare but rather a good outlook.

Alison McGovern (Wirral South) (Lab): The right hon. Gentleman says that we
ought to get rid of forecasters in the OBR and the Bank of England if they
get the forecasts wrong. Plenty of modellers and forecasters in the City of
London got their forecasts wrong before the crash in 2008, but I am sure he
does not believe that we should end the banking trade in the City of London.

John Redwood: I do not think that the hon. Lady was listening to what I said.
I asked whether we have too many of them, because we do not need quite so
many to get it wrong; I think that we could be more economical in getting it
wrong, if that is what they persist in doing. Certainly, the official
forecasters completely missed the banking crash of 2008-09, which some of us
did not miss. Then, of course, they got the Brexit impact completely wrong.
The Scottish National party is redefining what it believed at the time of the
remain campaign. I remember quite clearly it supporting a campaign that said,
in terms, that those official forecasts were right—that confidence would be
damaged, and therefore consumer expenditure would fall, whereas it has
actually gone up very strongly. It said that investment would collapse, but
it did not, because the demand was there, and companies need to meet it.

George Kerevan (East Lothian) (SNP): I clearly remember being in the Treasury
Committee when we interviewed the Chancellor, and clearly remember holding
him to account for his bogus forecasts, which were clearly over the top,
clearly bound to turn people off and clearly led to the wrong result on 23
June.

John Redwood: I am delighted that the hon. Gentleman shared my scepticism. I
just wish that he had said rather more at the time when we were fighting the
referendum campaign, because I do not remember him being on my side or making
similarly helpful comments before people went to vote.

Mark Prisk (Hertford and Stortford) (Con): One of the difficulties I found



when I was Minister with responsibility for construction was that statistics
from the Office for National Statistics are often incomplete and based on
only partial information. Does my right hon. Friend agree that if forecasts
were more infrequent, we might get the numbers right more often?

John Redwood: That might be worth looking at. We need to consider why the
forecasts went so comprehensively wrong on this occasion. We also need to
probe further why they went so wrong in 2007-08, when they disrupted the
world economy in the west. They disrupted the Labour Government very
dramatically, because there was absolutely no foresight about the
consequences of the actions they were taking over the banking system, first
allowing it to expand too fast and then collapsing it far too quickly, with
awful consequences, as we know. I am delighted that I can fully support the
Government’s latest forecasts, because they are in line with where I have
been throughout.

That brings me neatly to the monetary situation. The Government need to
recognise that there is a new move afoot. We will probably see an interest
rate rise in the United States of America next week, and we might see two or
three rises of 25 basis points over the course of this year, because it
recognises that its recovery is sufficiently advanced. There is quite a bit
more inflation in the American system, and it needs to start to normalise
interest rates a little more. We might even hear from the European Central
Bank tomorrow that it is no longer thinking of cutting rates further; they
are already negative. It might need to think in due course about tapering its
rather generous quantitative easing programme.

We are moving into a world where interest rates tend to go upwards, rather
than going downwards or staying stable. If we are too slow in responding to
that mood, we will find undue pressure on the pound. I do not think that has
anything to do with Brexit; I think it is to do with interest rate
differentials. The pound started to fall away in the summer of 2015, and most
of the devaluation we have seen to date actually took place by April last
year, before the vote, but there has been more pressure in recent weeks. When
people look at these interest rate differentials, they will say, “Why don’t I
hold my money in dollars? Not only will I immediately get a pick-up in
interest, but I think there will be further rate rises in America.” We need
to factor that in. That is why I welcome the Government’s decision to
increase public spending in certain areas. As a constituency MP, I want more
money spent on social care. I represent a high-cost area of the country,
where the shoe is pinching and there are more people needing that assistance.
The Government were right to make a sensible contribution, and I look forward
to seeing the details.

Stella Creasy (Walthamstow) (Lab): Will the right hon. Gentleman give way?

John Redwood: I am running out of time, so I cannot take any more
interventions. I welcome the decision to have more money for schools and the
NHS, because there, too, my area has been poorly funded for many years. We
are looking forward to getting a much better settlement for our schools under
fairer funding, and I hope that there will be something for our schools as a
result of the Chancellor’s sensible decision to make some increases. I think



that colleagues will generally welcome the Government’s attention to schools,
the NHS and social care funding. I hope that the rate relief fund will be
generous, because I represent an area where there are likely to be
substantial increases in the rates, but where businesses are not necessarily
generating the extra turnover that makes it easy to pay those sharp
increases. We particularly need to look after small and growing businesses. I
hope that the fund will be well targeted and will deal with what will
otherwise be a series of tough, hard cases.

I welcome the extra spending and relief on tax, because I am not as worried
as some about the level of UK debt. We need to remember that the figures the
Government are giving us are for the gross debt. They are saying that the
debt, at 86% of GDP, is high and needs to be brought down, but of course
quite a bit of that debt is owned by the Bank of England on our behalf, so we
owe the money to ourselves. The adjusted figure is about 65%, which is a
perfectly reasonable level, particularly at a time of very low interest
rates. Whatever happens with advanced country monetary policies, we all think
that interest rates will remain abnormally low for quite a long period of
time—well below the averages we were used to before the banking crash.

This is not a bad time for the state to borrow, particularly if it is
investing in projects that we need and that may have some return. We
definitely need better transport and strengthened broadband, much of which
can be done by private finance. We also need better flood control and, at the
same time, more water reserves for the fast-growing areas of the country. We
need a lot of extra housing, which brings with it the need for more provision
of schools and hospitals.

If we are to carry on growing at something like the rate at which we have
done in recent years, we have to accept that there is a backlog of
infrastructure requirements—everything from roads to water supply, through to
getting our broadband up to speed and sufficient in capacity. I want as much
of that as possible to be financed in the private sector, and a lot can and
will be, but the Government have an important role in all these areas. They
have to offer licences and organise planning permissions. They may need to
pump-prime. Parts of the networks may not be financially viable without
Government money. That is certainly true of our road system, because we have
a system that is free at the point of use, owned by the state in all its
manifestations. As we need better roads, Her Majesty’s Government clearly
need to invest a decent amount in roads.

I note that the Budget was mercifully short of measures on the tax side,
although I am always in favour of measures that cut taxes, rather than
increase them, and I would have welcomed rather more of those. The Chancellor
understandably wishes to go to having one Budget a year, in the autumn. We
look forward to a Budget that deals with taxation in the autumn. He has set
out a number of ideas for consultation, or perhaps pre-announcements; I trust
that there might be some modification to those by the time we get to the
proper Budget in the autumn. I urge him to understand just how crucial
flexibility is to our economy, and that flexibility comes from having so
much, and a growing volume of, self-employment. We need to ensure that it is
as easy as possible to get into self-employment, and that it is as worthwhile



as possible when people are successful.

I always think it is a good idea to try to confine taxes, and certainly tax
rises, to things that we do not approve of very much. We have quite a number
of sin taxes, which are rather easier to sell to the public. We should not go
out of our way to tax work, enterprise and success. I know we have to do some
of that, because we need a lot of revenue for the range of public services we
offer, but our taxes on those things are quite high enough. We might actually
find that we raised more revenue from more work and more enterprise if the
rates were lower, because there is definitely a beneficial effect if we can
get our rates to a competitive level worldwide. We need to understand that
other countries around the world are getting the idea of cutting tax rates.
The new President of the United States of America is working with Republicans
on the hill on a major set of tax proposals that could cut American corporate
tax rates and income tax rates dramatically, which would give America an
important competitive advantage and make it a much more attractive place for
talent and inward investment. We need to bear that in mind as we go into our
autumn Budget cycle here, because I want the UK to be the most competitive
major economy in the world.

My last point, in response to the previous speaker from the Scottish National
party, the hon. Member for Dundee East (Stewart Hosie), is that he should not
start painting this picture of misery and collapse in three years’ time,
given that there was no collapse immediately after the vote. Were we to end
up on World Trade Organisation terms, we would collect £12 billion in tariff
revenue, which we could give back to businesses and consumers here; other
countries would collect only £5 billion in tariff revenue from our exports to
them, so we would be better off financially in that transaction. We would
also be better off because if countries placed large tariffs on food exports
to us, which would be an extraordinary type of self-harm on their part, we
would presumably substitute a lot of imported food from cheaper parts of the
world.

Press release: Lord Chancellor marks
International Women’s Day with Women
In Law London

To mark International Women’s Day (8 March 2017), the first female Lord
Chancellor and Justice Secretary Elizabeth Truss met lawyers from across the
capital for an event designed to inspire the next generation of women leaders
in law.

The event at Inner Temple was hosted by Women In Law London (WILL), the first
ever grassroots network designed to provide talented female lawyers with
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contacts and mentoring to help them progress.

WILL Advisory Board member and General Counsel and Head of Financial
Compliance for Roche UK, Funke Abimbola, led a Q&A with the Lord Chancellor
before opening up questions for audience members.

During the evening the Lord Chancellor set out efforts to address barriers
facing women in the legal service, following meetings with Magic Circle and
Silver Circle firms, the Law Society and Bar Council on how we can widen the
industry’s talent pool.

This includes work with the Lord Chief Justice and Lord Kakkar, Chair of the
Judicial Appointments Committee, to improve diversity in the judiciary by
opening up the High Court to “direct entry candidates”, meaning female
solicitors and barristers without judicial experience can apply.

Commenting on the event and the need to improve diversity the Lord
Chancellor, Elizabeth Truss said:

I am pleased to support the important work Women in Law does to
champion women in the legal profession. Our brilliant legal system
needs to reflect the diverse nature of our society, and a justice
system which represents everyone improves public confidence and
trust.

I want to see more women and ethnic minorities in the judiciary and
in senior levels of law firms, but I’ve been clear this is not
diversity for diversity’s sake. It’s about talent for talent’s
sake.

We want the best and the brightest from every background. If you
have the skills, the drive and the talent to reach the top of your
profession then it’s vital we tap into this so we can continue to
lead the world in the increasingly competitive legal services
sector.

International Women’s Day is a reminder there is more to be done,
but my message is clear – when you widen the pool of talent from
which lawyers and judges are drawn, you make the justice system
stronger.

Suzanne Szczetnikowicz, Chair Women In Law London added:

The huge uptake we’ve had in WILL membership since our launch in
2014 is a sign of the desire of female solicitors in London to see
real change in the profession, to build their confidence levels and
to network with like-minded individuals.

Greater diversity of workforce in a service sector business makes
for, amongst other things, a more creative approach to problem-



solving, flexibility and innovation in policy-making and a wider
range of longer-lasting client relationships.

We want to continue to encourage and empower our members
individually as well as to drive change at a firm and professional
level. Firms and businesses need to ensure that diversity and
inclusion becomes a true core value implemented at all levels. They
should maintain a dialogue with their women and make sure that they
are not, even unconsciously, opting women out.

The WILL mantra is to promote and engage the next generation of
women leaders in law. A large part of this is about moving the
needle so that the majority of entrants to the solicitor profession
being female for the past 20 years is much more closely reflected
in the proportions at the highest levels.

Launched in 2014, Women In Law London (WILL) is a network with over1.
2,400 members and senior legal champions, representing both private
practice and in-house lawyers at over 350 different firms and companies.
Its ambition is to promote and engage the next generation of women
leaders in law.
The organisation was masterminded by five London lawyers, Sascha Grimm,2.
Cooley, Suzanne Szczetnikowicz, Milbank, Sophie Bragg, Mishcon de Reya,
Ellen Hughes-Jones of Locke Lord and Fatema Orjela, Sidley Austin, to
improve the retention of female talent in the profession and help
identify barriers to senior partnership.
Founded as a network by associates for associates, WILL is supported by3.
an Advisory Panel of senior leaders and partners. For more information
on the organisation see: http://www.womeninlawlondon.com/home.html /
@WomenInLawLon
For more information on our work to improve the promotion of talent in4.
the legal industry see:
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/women-in-the-legal-industry
For more information on International Women’s Day see:5.
https://www.internationalwomensday.com/
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